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September 16, 2016 

 

 

 

Ms. Jennifer Baker 

Department of Financial Services 

Division of Legal Services 

200 East Gaines Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0333 

 

RE:  Department of Financial Services 

 Rules 69A-67.001, .002, .003, .004, .005, .006, and .007 

 

Dear Ms. Baker: 

 

I have reviewed the above-referenced rules and offer the following comments for your 

consideration and response: 

 

69A-67.001: Law Implemented 

 Please review whether section 570.86, Florida Statutes, is correctly cited 

as a law implemented by this rule.  It appears this statute, administered 

by the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services serves as an 

informational cross-reference and is not implemented by the content of 

this rule chapter.  [Note:  If the statute is retained, please correct the 

error in the citation citing section 570.56 in lieu of 570.86.] 

 

69A-67.001(2): The language in this subsection and the paragraphs that follow appears 

to constitute a recitation of statutory language, as opposed to the 

implementation of rulemaking authority.  See §§ 120.52(16); 

120.536(1), Fla Stat.  Please review and advise. 

 

69A-67.002: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

69A-67.002(1)-(2): This language appears duplicative of rule 69A-67.001(1) and does not 

appear to implement the Department’s rulemaking authority as 
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discussed above regarding rule 69A-67.001(2).  Please review and 

advise as to the necessity of these subsections. 

 

69A-67.002(3): It is unclear how this requirement fits within the subject of “Scope” as 

indicated by the title of this rule.  If this is a substantive requirement for 

the types of nonresidential farm buildings under the regulatory authority 

of the Department it may be overlooked due to its placement in this rule 

whose title does not appear relevant to this subsection.  Please review 

and advise in light of the Department’s resolution of the comments 

regarding rules 69A-67.001(2) and subsections (1)-(2) of this rule.  If 

retained in this rule or moved to another rule, please update the cited 

rulemaking authority and law implemented of that rule to reflect the 

Department’s authority for this requirement.   

 

69A-67.003: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

69A-67.003(3): It is unclear whether the entirety of the definition referenced from the 

Florida Building Code is replicated in this rule.  If not, it appears that 

this definition relies on the Florida Building Code to implement and 

interpret and therefore may meet the definition of a rule pursuant to 

section 120.52(16), Florida Statutes, and should be specifically 

incorporated by reference in rule.  See § 120.54(1)(i), Fla. Stat., rule 1-

1.013, F.A.C.  Please review and advise.   

 

69A-67.003(4): Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(3). 

 

69A-67.003(8): Please provide a citation in rule text to the Department’s rule that 

incorporates the version of the referenced NFPA provision.  If this 

provision is not incorporated by reference in the Department’s rules, it 

appears to be utilized in the manner consistent with the definition of a 

rule in section 120.52(16), Florida Statutes, and should be specifically 

incorporated by reference in rule.  See § 120.54(1)(i), Fla. Stat., rule 1-

1.013, F.A.C.  Please review and advise. 

 

69A-67.004: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

69A-67.004(1)-(3): This language appears to duplicate statutory language.  Please review 

and advise as to the necessity to include in rule. 

 

69A-67.004 (flush 

left language): Please review the coding structure of this rule in light of any necessary 

revisions.   Additionally, as phrased the flush left sentence at the end of 

this rule is grammatically confusing.  It appears that an AHJ conducts 
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an annual inspection to determine classification 1) at the time 

classification is sought and 2) if the classification changes.  Is the annual 

inspection one time only (in the event a building never changes 

occupancy) or annually regardless?  Please advise.  

 

69A-67.005: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

69A-67.005(1): The use of “less than 100 persons” modifies the statutory definition for 

a Class 1 building which includes “up to 100 persons.”  § 

633.202(16)(b)(3)a., Fla. Stat.  Please revise. 

 

69A-67.005(8): Please provide a citation in rule to the Department’s rule that 

incorporates the specifically applicable version of the Florida Fire 

Prevention Code. 

 

69A-67.005(10): This subsection requires compliance with “precautions satisfactory to 

the AHJ.”  By what standards is the AHJ constrained in setting forth 

mandatory precautions for compliance?  Pursuant to section 

120.52(8)(d), Florida Statutes, a proposed rule is an invalid exercise of 

delegated legislative authority if the rule is vague, fails to establish 

standards for agency decisions, or vests unbridled discretion in the 

agency.  Please review and advise.   

 

69A-67.006: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

69A-67.006(2)(d): This paragraph requires exits of a width “to accommodate not less than 

one-half of the total occupant load served by that level.”  By what 

standards is one to determine what widths correlate to what occupancy 

loads?  Please clarify and advise.  

 

69A-67.006(2)(p): It is unclear under what circumstances and/or locations that this 

requirement is applicable.  Please review and clarify. 

 

69A-67.006(2)(q)2.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(8).   

 

69A-67.006(4)(a)1.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(10).   

 

69A-67.006(4)(a)2.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(8).   

 

69A-67.006(4)(b): Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(8).  

 

69A-67.006(5): Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(3) as it relates to the 

ASTM and ANSI references in this subsection.   
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69A-67.006(5)(a): Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(8). 

   

69A-67.006(5)(c)2.: Please advise what is meant by the reference to “listed electrical lights.” 

  

69A-67.006(5)(c)5.a.I.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(8). 

 

69A-67.006(5)(c)5.a.II.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(8). 

 

69A-67.006(5)(c)6.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.003(8). 

 

69A-67.006(6)(b): Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(8).  

 

69A-67.006(6)(c)2.: Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.005(8).  

 

69A-67.006(7)(a): This paragraph states that smoking is “regulated by the AHJ.”  By what 

standards does the AHJ exercise its regulation? Pursuant to section 

120.52(8)(d), Florida Statutes, a proposed rule is an invalid exercise of 

delegated legislative authority if the rule is vague, fails to establish 

standards for agency decisions, or vests unbridled discretion in the 

agency.  Please review and advise. 

 

69A-67.006(9): Are the provisions for the variance or waiver of this rule chapter’s 

requirements by an AHJ intended to supplant the mechanisms set forth 

in section 120.542, Florida Statutes? Please advise as to the 

Department’s authority for this provision. 

 

69A-67.007: Law Implemented 

 Please see the comment above for rule 69A-67.001. 

 

 Additionally, please advise to the necessity of this rule as it appears to 

only recite statutory language. 

 

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  Otherwise, I look forward to your 

written response. 

 

Sincerely, 

                                                                            
Jamie L. Jackson 

       Senior Attorney 

 
JLJ:DF WORD/JACKSON/69A_67.001LS091616_161645_161651 
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